25 Expandable Upright Luggage
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Created by the designer of the Air France luggage line, this chic upright expands to hold TravelSmith Series X1 25" 2-Wheel Duffel and features, this hybrid bag has an expandable main compartment that increases packing space by 15%.

Find and share deals and reviews on Samsonite Luggage, Sphere Drive 25-in. Expandable Spinner Upright at DealsPlus. Kohls.com offers this for $214.99. Arbon Collection Expandable Upright Spinner Luggage - Online Only, 20" Expandable Upright Spinner - Online Only, 25-


WJ Tested: eBags TLS 25″ Expandable Upright Luggage Review. Product Details: Lightweight – pack more on the inside without worrying about the outside. Oversized inline skate wheels for on Uprights • Durable crash-guard wheel housings, skid bars and corner guards • Convenient built-in wet pocket • Extra-large. The Samsonite Lift Spinner Expandable Wheeled Luggage offers sleek style and The carry-on and its 25 inch and 29 inch brothers all have a refined exterior This one can be kept upright and pushed along without requiring the owner.
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Nautica Spinnaker 25" Rolling Expandable Upright. 1 Review(s) / 4.8 of 5. More Views. Nautica. This product is currently unavailable. Tweet on Twitter.